
even distress, at not being able to support the position taken
by two countries whose ties with my country are and will remain
close and intimate

; two countries which have contributed so
much to man's progress and freedom under law

; • and two countriesvThich are Canada's mother eountries o

I regret the use Of military force in the circumstances
which we have been discussing, but I regret also that there was
not more time, before a vote had to be taken, for consideration
of the best way to bring about that kind

. of cease-fire which
would have enduring and beneficial results

. I think that we
were entitled to that time, for this is not only a tragic moment
for the countries and peoples immediately affected, but .it i s
an equally difficult time for the United Nations itself . I
know, of course, that the situation is of special and, indeed,
poignant urgency, a human urgency, and that action could not
be postponed by dragging out a discussion, as has been done so
often in this Ahsembly

. I do feel, however, that had that
time, which has always, to my knowledge, in the past been per-
mitted for adequate examination of even the most critical and
urgent resolution, been available on this occasion, the result
might have been a better resolution

. Such a short delay would
nots I think, have done harm, but, in the long run, would have
helped those in the area who need help most at this time .

Why
do I say this? In the first place, our resolution,

though it has been adopted, is only a recommendation
; and its

moral effects would have been greater if it could have received
a more unanimous vote in this Assembly -- which night have been
possible if there had been somewhat more delay .

Secondly, this recommendation which vie have adopted
cannot be effective without the compliance of those to whon it
is addressed and who have tb carry it out

. I had ventured to
hope that, by a short delay and in informal talks, we might
have made some headway, or at least have tried to make some
heddway, in securing a favourable response, before the vote
was taken, from those governnents and delegations which will
be responsible for carrying it out .

I consider that there is one great omission from this
resolution, which has already been pointed out by previous
speakers -- more-particularly by the representative of New
Zealand, who has preceded me

. This resolution does provide fora cease-fire, and I admit that that is of first importance and
urgency

. But, alongside a cease-fire and a withdrawal of troops,
it does not provide for any steps to be taken by the United Nations
for a peace settlement, without which a cease-fire will be onl

yof temporary value at best
. Surely, we should have used this

opportunity to link a cease-fire to the absolute necessity of a
political settlement in Palestine and for the Suez, and perhaps
we night also have been able to recommend a procedure by which
this absolutely essential process might 'bègin .


